The international effort to restore vision to the profoundly blind spans diverse approaches such as computational modeling,^[@ref1]^ electrical and bioengineering of prosthetic microelectronics,^[@ref2]−[@ref7]^ suppressive^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ and reparative gene therapies,^[@ref10]^ cell therapies,^[@ref11]^ optogenetics therapies,^[@ref12]−[@ref16]^ and now photochromic ligand or chemical *photoswitch* therapies.^[@ref17],[@ref18]^ A key challenge in evaluating these varied approaches is developing a common assessment platform based on animal models that mimic late-stage human retinal degenerations.^[@ref19]^ Compared to other strategies, chemical photoswitch therapies provide fast, flexible, nonsurgical, nongenetic, and reversible tools for profiling and treating patients as well as for optimizing therapies in animal models.^[@ref17],[@ref18]^

The Retina {#sec2}
==========

The retina is a sheet of brainlike tissue embedded in complex support architecture of transport epithelia and Müller cells (glia) that both isolate the retina from its vascular beds and serve as its nutritional support system. The retina is composed of a discrete *sensory* layer of photoreceptor cells that synaptically drive a discrete *neural* layer of processing networks composed of over 60 kinds of neurons.^[@ref20]^ Mammalian rod and cone photoreceptor cells drive different sets of glutamatergic bipolar cells that ultimately synapse on amacrine and/or ganglion cell targets in the inner plexiform layer (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Ganglion cells are ultimately separable into ∼15--20 classes that project to a range of central nervous system loci, providing the critical information for perceptual vision, visual world mapping to coordinate eye movements and gaze, and non-image-forming operations such as circadian phase-setting.

The Scope of Retinal Degenerations {#sec3}
==================================

*Retinal degenerations* are inherited disorders that directly or indirectly cause photoreceptor cell death. The majority are associated with rod photoreceptor cells. Many of these disorders are phenomenologically called *retinitis pigmentosa* (RP), a name that reflects the common disease phenotype of exposed pigmentation (when viewed by ophthalmoscopy) from invading retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) cells. RP and over 9 other classes of retinal dystrophies are collections of orphan diseases^[@ref20]^ arising from over 200 source gene defects.^[@ref21]^ In most instances, dominant or recessive defects in various rod photoreceptor genes lead to the progressive degeneration and death of rods. In the process, the critical cone cells of high-acuity day vision are decimated by bystander killing (e.g., microglial killing) or substantially damaged and remodeled. In humans, foveal cone vision may persist for many years as the surrounding retina degenerates, but eventually many RP patients suffer total vision loss (abbreviated clinically as NLP: no light perception) or are reduced to impaired bare light perception (BLP). The incidence is variable (1 in 2000--7000), and ∼1 to 1.5 million people are afflicted globally. However, there are but a few hundred to several thousand cases worldwide of any given genotype. Disease from different genotypes can progress very differently, with varying severity in speed of vision loss,^[@ref22]^ and many forms have delayed adult onset. Thus, developing a homogeneous patient cohort for testing therapeutic interventions is virtually impossible and most patients are never genotyped. Most genetic therapies proposed for these diseases require early, even perinatal interventions. Indeed, the most publicized gene therapies treat not degenerations sensu stricto, but rather metabolic disorders. For example, some forms of autosomal recessive Leber Congenital Amaurosis (LCA) arise from defects in the RPE65 gene expressed in RPE cells.^[@ref23]^ RPE65 is essential for the synthesis of the retinoid 11-*cis*-retinaldehyde, required by all photoreceptor cells for light sensing. Photoreceptor cells lacking 11-*cis*-retinaldehyde can survive long periods without degenerating, allowing late onset rescue of function by adeno-associated virus (AAV) mediated gene therapy.^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ But what of those already afflicted and in advanced stages of visual impairment? Gene therapy approaches are, so far, not options for patients who have such advanced photoreceptor cell degenerations. Before we address possible solutions, we must deal with one more complexity of retinal degenerations: remodeling.

![Cellular composition of the retina and the three phases of remodeling associated with retinal degenerations. (Panel A) The laminated retina with rod (R) and cone (C) photoreceptor cells in the outer nuclear layer (onl) and synaptic endings in the outer plexiform layer (opl) driving rod bipolar cells (RB), ON (CBb) or OFF (CBa) cone bipolar cells, and/or horizontal cells (H). Rod and cone bipolar cells then drive separate sets of GABAergic (red) and glycinergic (green) amacrine cells (A) in the OFF (a), ON (b), and rod (r) layers of the inner plexiform layer. Only cone bipolar cells drive ganglion cells that project to the brain through the optic nerve. The ganglion cell layer (gcl) contains the cell bodies of ganglion cells positioned next to the vitreous of the eye. It is the first layer accessible through surgical approaches or intraocular injections. (Panel B) Phase 1. Stressed photoreceptor cells truncate their outer segments (1) and extend anomalous axons deep into the retina (2,3). Bipolar cells retract dendrites (4,5) and horizontal cells generate ectopic axons. (Panel C) End of phase 2. Death of photoreceptor cells and ablation of the outer nuclear layer. The remnant retina is capped by a seal of glial processes (7) and all bipolar cells have truncated their dendrites. (Panel D) Early phase 3. All surviving cells can initiate neuritogenesis, forming ectopic fascicles of processes (9) and new synaptic microneuromas (10). (Panel E) Late phase 3. Cells revise their connection repertoires (11) and some migrate to ectopic sites (12), ganglion cells generate new intraretinal axons (13), and rod bipolar cells decrease their synaptic ribbon size (14). Neuronal cell death progresses (stippled cells).](cn-2014-001233_0001){#fig1}

Remodeling {#sec4}
==========

Loss of photoreceptor cells represents deafferentation. All known deafferentation events trigger downstream changes in target neural structures.^[@ref26]^ Deafferented neurons remodel in a variety of ways, including revision of cell shape and processes, as well as reprogramming of gene expression. The surviving neural retina remodels in response to the overall loss of photoreceptor cells and cone photoreceptors in particular^[@ref19],[@ref27]−[@ref31]^ via a spectrum of revisions *independent* of the genetic type of retinal degeneration. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B--E traces the progression of remodeling through its characteristic phases, spanning 90--600 days in rodents with different gene defects.^[@ref27]^ In phase 1 (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), stressed photoreceptor cells begin to lose their outer segments and transiently begin disconnecting from their target bipolar cells, extending anomalous neurites into the neural retina. Bipolar cells begin to retract their dendrites, and horizontal cells also extend anomalous axons into the inner plexiform layer. Phase 2 (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) is characterized by comprehensive death of the photoreceptor cell layer and ends with the formation of a glial seal atop the remnant neural retina and truncation of all bipolar cell dendrites. Phase 3 (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D, E) is a period of complex revision that progresses throughout life, with the generation of new neurites and evolution of anomalous synaptic microneuromas, cell migration, and cell death, including loss of ganglion cells in humans and animal models.

![Signal flow in the retina and the consequences of upstream and downstream stimulation. The retina has four layers of processing. Layer 1 is the photoreceptor cell layer and contains rods (r), long wave sensitive L-cones, and short wave sensitive S-cones. They drive layer 2 bipolar cells with sign-conserving (filled arrows) or sign-inverting (open arrows) synapses. Bipolar cell classes include rod, S-cone and a variety of L-cone types that are temporally fast or slow, spatially narrow or wide, and either ON or OFF (bar supra). Bipolar cells drive ganglion cells via excitatory glutamate synapses (implied, not shown). Layer 3 amacrine cell networks collect and shape bipolar cell signals (dotted lines) into a collection of layer 4 ganglion cell types that signal a range of structural and motion events in the visual system. DS, directionally selective; LED, local edge detector. The waveforms indicate the response to a nominal 1 Hz square wave ON--OFF light input. Layer 2.5 is a specialized amacrine cell (AII) that collects rod (r) bipolar cell signals and distributes them to ON cone bipolar cells via gap junctions (crossbar) or sign-inverting inhibitory glycinergic synapses (double open arrows).](cn-2014-001233_0002){#fig2}

There are three critical features of remodeling. First, anomalous neuritogenesis that corrupts signaling is initiated by retinoic acid receptor pathways.^[@ref32]^ Thus, restoring light signaling by any means (electrical, optogenetics, chemical photoswitches) is not likely to alter this aspect of remodeling. Second, downstream glutamate receptor reprogramming events are triggered^[@ref30],[@ref33]^ and it is not clear that these are reversible. Rescue schemas targeting upstream neurons (cones or bipolar cells) with payloads such as channelrhodopsins or other photoproteins still must cope with the progressive loss of downstream retinal neurons and rewiring. Finally, the retina uses multiple neurotransmitter cycles^[@ref34]^ and there is now evidence that the heterocellular glutamate-glutamine cycle essential for neural signaling is altered in both animal models of retinal degeneration and human RP.^[@ref31],[@ref35],[@ref36]^

Restoring Signaling {#sec5}
===================

Three strategies for restoring light-driven signaling in the surviving neural retina currently have clinical potential: retinal prosthetics, optogenetics, and chemical photoswitches. The outcomes of each depend on which survivor cells are chosen as targets, the sensitivity of transduction, signaling speed, and the perdurance of the intervention. Based on our understanding of the division of signal outflow of normal retina into a variety of ON, OFF, and ON--OFF ganglion cells that encode a range of fundamental operations for vision (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we can estimate the best-case scenario outcomes for each schema. Globally driving upstream cells potentially exploits extant networks, amplification, and encoding, especially generation of ON and OFF polarity signals in their appropriate ganglion cell classes (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Driving downstream cells avoids network remodeling and reprogramming likely to corrupt upstream signaling, but faces the challenge of driving different classes of ganglion cells with appropriate polarities, sensitivities, kinetics, and trigger features (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). So far, no reliable means of targeting different ganglion cell classes has been found.

All three strategies have clinical potential. By far, the leading technology is the Argus II retinal prosthetic,^[@ref37]−[@ref39]^ a stimulation array with 60 platinum electrodes (60 × 10) surgically positioned over the inner surface of retina (the epiretinal configuration), coupled to an embedded scleral electronics package via a transscleral ribbon cable and driven by a head-mounted camera. The Argus II system permits significant recovery of positional, motion, and structural percepts in many but not all patients. The driving concept is that the array will drive patches of retinal ganglion cells and that induced percepts, despite being coarse, will allow recovery of mobility and independent living.^[@ref38]^ The Argus II specifically targets retinal ganglion cells in an array spanning roughly 20° of visual angle, corresponding to each electrode addressing an area roughly 0.1 mm in diameter, covering ∼20--50 retinal ganglion cells (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) depending on retinal eccentricity.^[@ref40],[@ref41]^ This generates the same pattern of signaling in all classes of ganglion cells, which is not the norm (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Further electrode and stimulus refinement could improve epiretinal array resolution^[@ref42]^ and lower thresholds.^[@ref43]^ Alternate schemas include subretinal implants positioned in the remnant space between the RPE and the surviving retina^[@ref6],[@ref44]^ and suprachoroidal implants where the stimulating array is completely positioned in the choroid, outside the retinal space altogether.^[@ref45],[@ref46]^ These upstream technologies drive full remnant networks, including rewired and reprogrammed elements (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). At present, there are perhaps 100 patient implants in varied epiretinal and subretinal device trials.

![Retinal prosthetic networks. (Panel A) Upstream stimulation by subretinal or suprechoroidal electrodes. Electrodes drive a patch of bipolar cells of different classes with the same polarity. After layer 4 processing, many functions are normal but some are inverted. (Panel B) Downstream stimulation by epiretinal electrodes. All ganglion cell classes are driven with the same polarity and waveform of voltage.](cn-2014-001233_0003){#fig3}

Optogenetic approaches have not yet reached clinical testing, but should soon. Optogenetics therapies are nonsurgical; their spatial resolution should match surviving networks and they can be targeted to specific cells. There have been numerous reviews of optogenetics, and we only gloss the concept. Genes for various type 1 opsins are packaged with promoter or enhancer elements into varied serotypes of AAV capsids and delivered by subretinal or intravitreal injection as nonreplicating, long-expression episome systems in mammalian neurons. By hijacking existing trafficking mechanisms, the translated proteins are sometimes successfully delivered to the cell membrane, acquire residual retinoids, and become photosensitive. Some versions require additional trafficking motifs to enhance expression. Activated type 1 opsins can trigger sufficient current flow to modulate cell voltage, transmitter release and/or spiking. Cation-selective channelrhodopsin-2 variants (ChR2) from *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*([@ref47]) and anion-selective halorhodopsin variants (NpHR) from *Natronomonas phoraonis*([@ref48],[@ref49]) are the major opsins in use. Implementation problems include targeting appropriate cells via AAV capsid variants,^[@ref50]^ efficient regional expression, perduring expression during remodeling, and low sensitivity. Some studies have tested sensitive type 2 mammalian opsins such as melanopsin, and, while effective, these opsins signal too slowly to achieve functional vision when expressed in ganglion cells.^[@ref51]^ Different transduction mechanisms in ON bipolar cells may allow direct control of melanopsin transduction turnoff, yielding faster kinetics, however. But the quandary remains: is it best to target upstream or downstream elements (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"})? For example, expression of NpHR in remnant mouse cones in early stages of retinal degeneration appears to properly trigger different classes of responses in ganglion cells.^[@ref14]^ But such cones eventually die, and no one has yet shown that optogenetics interventions can retard remodeling. Bipolar cells are longer-lived, and ON bipolar cells have been targeted with ChR2 (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B) via their mGluR6 pathways.^[@ref12],[@ref15]^ However, mGluR6 trafficking in this pathway also seems corrupted over time.^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ Upstream remodeling might be avoided by targeting ganglion cells with ChR2 (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A), which leads to behavioral light detection in mice.^[@ref54]^ This leads us to the use of chemical photoswitches.

Fast Chemical Photoswitches {#sec6}
===========================

A completely different strategy involves the use of photochromic ligands or chemical photoswitches: small molecules that modulate neuronal electrical activity.^[@ref55]^ Polosukhina et al.^[@ref18]^ injected AAQ (acrylamide-azobenzene-quaternary ammonium) intravitreally in rd1 mice (an aggressive retinal degeneration) and readily generated light-driven activity in otherwise silent ganglion cells. *trans*-AAQ is an effective K-channel blocker, which in turn induces neuronal excitation; photoisomerization driven by short wave light (∼380 nm) to *cis*-AAQ unblocks K-channels, theoretically enabling outward currents to silence the cell.^[@ref56]^ AAQ can slowly thermally isomerize back to *trans* or be reisomerized with long wave light (∼540 nm). While this was an exciting advance, retinal injections of AAQ elicited rather poor photosensitivity, reversed quickly, and appeared to target all cells indiscriminately. And, paradoxically, *trans* → *cis* AAQ photoconversions excited rather than silenced ganglion cells in the retina. It turned out that most of the light-driven activity triggered by AAQ originated in inhibitory amacrine cells rather than in ganglion cells. Since amacrine cells make up over 98% of the neuronal membrane density in the remnant inner plexiform layer^[@ref57],[@ref58]^ and are inhibitory, this explains the sign-inverting switch.

![Chemical signaling schemas. (Panel A) Upstream stimulation by targeting ChR2 to either ON bipolar cells or the AII amacrine cell. In principle, this provides the most faithful pathway encoding, barring corruption by remodeling. (Panel B) Downstream stimulation by targeting ChR2 or DENAQ to ganglion cells. The entire ganglion cell stimulus-response domain is homogeneous, as we lack tools to differentially target and drive individual ganglion cells.](cn-2014-001233_0004){#fig4}

A second-generation chemical photoswitch, DENAQ (diethylamino-azobenzene-quaternary ammonium), solves many of these problems.^[@ref17],[@ref55]^ Its action spectrum is red-shifted relative to AAQ, and it is much more photosensitive, rendering it competitive with ChR2 and NpHR opsins. It is fast acting but with a much longer physiological half-life of 2.1 days. Importantly, it rapidly isomerizes thermally to the inactive state. But the key ingredient here is serendipity. Phase 3 retinal degeneration involves significant reprogramming of signaling pathways,^[@ref30],[@ref31]^ and we only know a small part of this repertoire. Corruptive spontaneous spiking in ganglion cells from retinal degeneration models has both network-driven and cell-autonomous components.^[@ref59]−[@ref62]^ It now appears that ganglion cells in the rd1 mouse either upregulate expression of hyperpolarization-activated cyclic-nucleotide gated (HCN) cation channels that generate rebound spiking in neurons^[@ref63]^ and/or some other mechanism facilitates selective loading with DENAQ. For reasons unknown, DENAQ appears to target HCN channels as well as K channels. Thus, the application of DENAQ to normal retinas evokes little responsivity, but elicits large responses from rd1 and rd4 mice.^[@ref17]^

DENAQ represents a fast tool to target retinal ganglion cells but is limited to downstream targeting (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B), with all the defects appertaining thereto. Chemical photoswitches act rapidly after a single intravitreal injection and are apparently nontoxic. They could be used to screen patients, establishing baseline visual performance against which other therapies could be calibrated. Targeting high-density human foveal ganglion cells with chemical photoswitches may rapidly generate high resolution vision, and developing either photoswitches with longer physiological half-lives or delivery strategies providing long-term depots could make chemical photoswitches an option of choice. But, in the end, would not it be marvelous if *all* these technologies worked well?
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